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Morning Rundown: AZ Republicans' about-face on new abortion ban, cancer institute retractions, ex-principal charged over child who shot teacher
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How the Biden campaign quickly mobilized on Trump's abortion stance




White House says Kamala Harris will travel to Arizona after state Supreme Court abortion ban ruling




The reality check behind Biden's big abortion promise
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WATCH
Brian Dorsey was executed for the 2006 deaths of his cousin and her husband
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ANALYSIS
Chuck Todd: Politicians need the middle to win. It’s getting harder for them to find it.




EXCLUSIVE
Democratic group invests in state-level races this year with an eye on future redistricting cycles




Biden is building a behemoth of a campaign. Trump at this point seems to be playing catch-up. 
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Biden says Netanyahu is making a 'mistake' with his handling of the Israel-Hamas war
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WATCH
'We need results': Families of hostages in Gaza speak after White House meeting




Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin rejects accusations Israel has committed genocide in Gaza
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The U.S. economy rolls on, adds 303,000 jobs in March
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L.A. woman killed partner, possibly threw kids from a moving SUV before crashing it, police say




Ohio police release body camera video of officer shooting 15-year-old boy who family says had toy gun




Alec Baldwin lost control on 'Rust' set and lied about his actions, prosecutors say
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Bipartisan group of lawmakers to introduce bill targeting antisemitism
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